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Contenido del curso

Learner strategies.Diagnostic testBuilding skills: 
Feedback on diagnostic test. Reading: Meaning from 
context, connection of ideas, making inferences and 
drawing conclusions.

CONTENIDO

TOEFL

TEMA

1

Building skills

Speaking: Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking 
words, cohesion. Personal preference talk. Integrated 
tasks. Practice Campus situation task & academic 
task.Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organising and 
writing developmental paragraphs. Independent 
&Integrated writing tasks.

TOEFL2

Building skills   

Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organising and 
writing developmental paragraphs. Independent 
&Integrated writing tasks (second session)  Building 
skills

Speaking: Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking 
words, cohesion. Personal preference talk. Integrated 
tasks. Practice Campus situation task & academic task. 
Complete speaking tasks 3 to 5    

Listening: Understanding natural speech, connections, 
Identifying topics, details, making inferences and 
drawing conclusions.

TOEFL3

SESIÓNSESIÓN 1: TOEFL

Learner strategies. Diagnostic test. Building skills: Feedback on diagnostic test. Reading: Meaning from 
context, connection of ideas, making inferences and drawing conclusions.

SESIÓN 2: TOEFL

Building skills. Speaking: Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking words, cohesion. Personal preference talk. 
Integrated tasks. Practice Campus situation task & academic task. Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organi-
sing and writing developmental paragraphs. Independent &Integrated writing tasks. 

SESIÓN 3: TOEFL 

Building skills. Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organising and writing developmental paragraphs. Indepen-
dent &Integrated writing tasks (second session)  

Building skills. Speaking: Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking words, cohesion. Personal preference talk. 
Integrated tasks. Practice Campus situation task & academic task. Complete speaking tasks 3 to 5.   

Listening: Understanding natural speech, connections, Identifying topics, details, making inferences and 
drawing conclusions.

SESIÓN 4: TOEFL 

Organising and writing developmental paragraphs. Independent &Integrated writing tasks (draft sessions)-
Building skills. Reading: Purpose & schematic questions. 

Listening: Focus on connecting content, attitude and function. 

Speaking: Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking words, cohesion. Personal preference talk. Integrated tasks. 
Practice Campus situation task & academic task. Complete speaking tasks 4 to 6. 

Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organising and writing developmental paragraphs.TOEFL MOCK EXAM

SESIÓN 5: TOEFL 

Feedback on the TOEFL MOCK EXAM. Format module and versions of the IELTS. 

* Speaking and Writing band descriptors  * Listening sample tasks (Sentence Completion) * Reading sample 
tasks (multiple choice, short-answer questions, sentence completion) * Writing sample tasks (Describing 
charts)* Speaking sample tasks (Part 1: talk in depth about yourself, family, job, studies, home, family and a 
wide range of everyday topics) * Grammar workshop  
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Organising and writing developmental paragraphs. Inde-
pendent & Integrated writing tasks (draft sessions)

Building skills                        

Reading: Purpose & schematic questions. Listening: Focus 
on connecting content, attitude and fiucntion. Speaking: 
Pronunciation, stress patterns, linking words, cohesion. 
Personal preference talk. Integrated tasks. Practice 
Campus situation task & academic task. Complete spea-
king tasks 4 to 6   Writing: Cohesion & Coherence. Organi-
sing and writing developmental paragraphs.

TOEFL MOCK EXAM

CONTENIDOTEMA

TOEFL4

Feedback on the TOEFL MOCK EXAM.     

Format module and versions of the IELTS. 

* Speaking and Writing band descriptors  

* Listening sample tasks (Sentence Completion)  

* Reading sample tasks (multiple choice, short-answer 
questions, sentence completion) 

* Writing sample tasks (Describing charts)

* Speaking sample tasks (Part 1: talk in depth about your-
self, family, job, studies, home, family and a wide range of 
everyday topics) 

* Grammar workshop  

IELTS5

* Listening sample tasks (multiple choice, short answer 
questions, sentence completion)

* Reading sample tasks (notes/summary/flow-chart/table 
completion, labelling a diagram)

* Writing sample tasks (Describing the stages of a process, 
an object, an event, how something works) Speaking 
sample tasks (Part 2: tasks cards, one-two minute in-depth 
talk, plus rounding o� questions))   

* Vocabulary for IELTS workshop 

* Writing sample tasks (Describing charts)

IELTS6

SESIÓN
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SESIÓN 6: IELTS 

* Listening sample tasks (multiple choice, short answer questions, sentence completion)

* Reading sample tasks (notes/summary/flow-chart/table completion, labelling a diagram)

* Writing sample tasks (Describing the stages of a process, an object, an event, how something works) Spea-
king sample tasks (Part 2: tasks cards, one-two minute in-depth talk, plus rounding o� questions))   

* Vocabulary for IELTS workshop 

* Writing sample tasks (Describing charts)

* Speaking sample tasks (Part 1: talk in depth about yourself, family, job, studies, home, family and a wide 
range of everyday topics)

* Grammar workshop 

* Vocabulary for IELTS workshop 

SESIÓN 7: IELTS 

* Listening sample tasks (labelling a diagram/plan/map, classification, matching)

* Reading sample tasks (classification, matching, choosing suitable paragraph headings from a list, identifica-
tion of writer’s views/claims _ yes, no, not given- or identification of information in a passage _ true, false, not 
given)

SESIÓN 8: IELTS 

* Writing sample tasks (Presenting a solution to the problem, present and justify and opinion, compare and 
contrast evidence and opinions)

* Speaking sample tasks (Part 3: discussion of a wide range of social, cultural issues 4-5 minutes)MOCK IELTS 
EXAM)


